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Abstract

The presented work aims to investigate and establish a precise, thorough and detailed database from series of experimental testing of submerged arc welded (SAW) specimens of various thicknesses typically applied in ships and offshore structures and foundations. Welded structures of all sizes and shapes exhibit fatigue failure primarily in the welded region, rather than in the base material, due to imperfections and flaws relating to the welding procedure. The welded region has therefore received much attention from universities, research institutions along with industry as it is of significant practical importance for all fatigue loaded structures, such as e.g. marine structures.
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Introduction

As-welded SAW specimens of three different thicknesses, produced by leading industrial manufacturers, were subjected to uni-axial tension loading at relatively high stress-ratios, R, in order to simulate tensile residual stresses of yield magnitude. The main goal was to confirm the thickness effect for the specific case of large transverse butt joints in the as-welded condition as well as to validate whether the thickness correction factor according to recommendations, codes and guidelines is too conservative when it comes to butt-welded joints. A conservative thickness effect factor results in larger, heavier and more expensive structures. The thickness effect considers the influence of the plate thickness on the fatigue resistance of welded joints and is generally included in design rules by scaling the fatigue strength with a recommended factor. The existing database of experiments that relate to the thickness effect is comprehensive and the effect is well proven experimentally and theoretically for various types of welded joints. However, in the case of large butt-welded joints there is room for improvement as details, quality and precise data which can influence the fatigue life of the welded joint is often lacking and severely lacking when considering truly thick joints.

Motivation for the investigation

Focus was directed towards a known and proven aspect which arises when dealing with very thick structures, namely the thickness effect. In short, it states that as structures become larger their fatigue strength is reduced. Since the investigation considers the idea of manufacturing, assembling and erecting very large wind turbines offshore, the focus area becomes very relevant. The body of guidelines, codes and recommendations has become of age and simultaneously manufacturing processes, material and mechanical properties and design solutions have improved. These reasons make the thickness effect a very promising field to investigate.

An investigation of the thickness effect, or size effect, of axially loaded butt welded joints of various thicknesses was performed. A large number of available and relevant experimental fatigue data from literature was assembled into a large database and subjected to a statistical analysis. A total of 1258 experimental data points were collected from over a hundred individual test series, performed at various research institutions and laboratories (Pedersen, et al.; Olafsson, et al., (2016)). The main body of the fatigue test results comes from small scale test specimens. The fatigue tests were all performed at room temperature on fully penetrated butt welded joints in the as-welded condition subjected to tensile loading at a positive stress ratio, R ≥ 0. The steel material grades ranged from structural S235 up till high strength 960 MPa steel with thicknesses ranging from 8 mm to 100 mm.

In general, the theoretical arguments for the thickness effect are well established and the effect is also proven experimentally for plain steel and many types of welded joints, primarily fillet welded joints. Nonetheless, data for butt welded joints is lacking and severely for thicker joints (Ohta, A et al., (1990)).

Fig. 1 below illustrates the collected fatigue test database, plotted along with the recommended fatigue design curve for the respected welded detail, FAT90 (IIW) which corresponds to design S-N curve D (DNVGL). The plot includes scatter bands for the mean ± 2 standard deviation (P₉ = 2.8 - 97.7%) calculated using a fixed
The reference thickness, $t_{ref}$, is usually 25 mm and the suggested exponent, k, varies between design recommendations and has values ranging from 0.1 up to 0.3. The exponent, k, is also dependent on the considered weld detail category, and in the case of butt welded joints in the as-welded condition a value of $k = 0.2$ is recommended (Hobbacher, A.F. (2016); DNVGL, (2014)).

Fig. 2 illustrates a re-calculated mean fatigue strength curve and the corresponding ± 2 standard deviation scatter bands which are calculated from the specimens which are not subjected to thickness correction, i.e. $t \leq 25$ mm. Specimens which ran out along with those which were above the upper scatter band were removed in order to homogenize the population and reduce scatter according to (Hobbacher, A.F. (2016)). From the figure it is evident that there is a tendency of the thicker welded specimens to lie in the lower half of the scatter band. However, there are only 2 specimens lying underneath the lower scatter band and the FAT90 / DNVGL D curve. Moreover, there does not appear to be any obvious variation in fatigue resistance of these larger welded joints. They appear to perform in a relatively equivalent manner, with many occasions where the 75-100 mm thicknesses are outperforming the 40 mm thickness specimens, and vice versa.

Taking into account the effects of the thickness correction; a butt welded joint of e.g. 80 mm thickness is subjected to a reduction in fatigue strength from 90 MPa to 71 MPa at 2 million cycles which might be considered on the conservative side based on the collected results from fatigue tests presented in this research.

**Motivation for the experimental testing**

The results from the literature investigation demonstrated that most of the collected fatigue data results were in good agreement with the recommended design curve. Furthermore, a thickness dependency was observed when comparing the thinner specimens to the thicker ones. However, it can be questioned whether thickness effect and the corresponding thickness correction is as severe as the recommendations suggest for large butt welded joints. Thus, the severity of the thickness effect was called into question and a great incentive was established to continue with the research and commence further experimental study on the matter.

**Test preparation**

Leading industrial manufacturers in Denmark were assigned to produce the specimens which were to be subjected to fatigue testing. Three SAW butt steel plates of
20 mm, 30 mm and 40 mm were ordered in two separate batches.

**Material Composition**

The applied steel for experimental batches was S355 J2 + N. The material and mechanical properties supplied by the manufacturers are listed in Fig. 3-6.

**Welding procedure**

The welding method applied was semi-automatic submerged arc welding (SAW), as it is accountable for most welds relating to offshore structures. Instructions were given to the operators that the welding process should focus with great emphasis on restraining the axial and angular misalignment. Additionally, the operator should make sure that there is no stopping and restarting during the welding process and the same operator was hired to perform the entire welding procedure for all the requested steel plates.

The butt welded plates were manufactured according to the details in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8. The SAW butt plates from batch 1 had 4, 7 and 9 passes for the 20 mm, 30 mm and 40 mm thick plates respectively. The SAW butt plates from batch 2 had 4, 8 and 10 passes for the 20 mm, 30 mm and 40 mm thick plates respectively. Welding repairs had to be made on the 30 mm and 40 mm plates from batch 2.

Non destructive testing

All SAW butt joints were subjected to non destructive testing in order to verify that the weld quality demands are accepted to specifications. Fig. 9, lists all performed NDT’s for batch 1 and batch 2 respectively.

Defects were detected by ultrasonic testing of the 20 mm thick welded plate from batch 1 and the 30 mm and 40 mm thick plates from batch 2. All defected welds were repaired and the plates were re-subjected to NDT and passed examination without any remarks (Olafsson, et al., (2016)).
Cutting procedure

The cutting procedure was performed with a water-jet cutting machine. The cutting technique results in a good, smooth and accurate cut with no heat distortion which can have a significant effect on the specimens, according to ESAB (Olafsson, et al., (2016)).

The first batch was cut down into straight test specimens while the second batch was cut down into tensile dog-bone shaped test specimens, illustrated in Fig. 10.

Following the cutting procedure, the specimens were cleaned and coated with media to prevent corrosion of the steel material. All specimens were labelled in order to keep track of their original location within the welded plate. Lastly, all specimens were covered for storage.

![SAW butt specimen dimensions](image)

Fig. 10: SAW butt specimen dimensions (Olafsson, et al. (2016))

Equipment

The static testing was performed in a 2MN MLF static testing machine and a 500 kN MTS servo hydraulic testing machine.

The fatigue test series were performed in several servo hydraulic testing machines, i.e. a 500 kN MTS, 500 kN Instron and a 1 MN Instron.

All servo hydraulic testing machines were calibrated before initiating the test series. The load cells and the applied measurement equipment were verified before starting (Olafsson, et al., (2016)).

Experimental testing

Static testing

The butt welded joints were subjected to axial static testing in order to obtain their mechanical properties, verify the manufacturers yield strengths and most importantly estimate a reference load level for the subsequent fatigue testing. The static tensile testing was performed in accordance to ASTM E8, ASTM E111 and DS/EN ISO 6892.

The static testing was mainly performed in order to retrieve adequate load levels for the subsequent fatigue testing of butt welded joints cut from the same welded plate. Additionally, verifying and validating that the material was of the desired strength and that the weld was made according to specifications and able to withstand these high tensile loads. The static testing rate varied from 1-4 mm per minute (Olafsson, et al., 2016).

Fatigue testing

The fatigue test series was performed on as-welded SAW butt joints of three different thicknesses, i.e. 20 mm, 30 mm and 40 mm. The specimens were subjected to constant amplitude sinusoidal waveform at frequencies ranging from 6-10 Hz. Testing was based on the estimated yield strength of the SAW butt welded joints from the static test results. The cyclic loading was performed at a stress ratio of $R = 0.5$, with stress levels calculated as a percentage of the specimens average yield strength, $\sigma_y$. Additionally, in order to generate a reliable S-N curve, the welded joints were tested at a minimum of five different stress levels and with a minimum of five specimens tested at each stress level. The fatigue threshold limit was 5 million cycles. All tests were carried out in laboratory air conditions at room temperature, $+20{\circ}\text{C}$. The definition of failure in all fatigue tests was complete rupture, which is commonly very near the through thickness cracking (Olafsson, et al., (2016)).

The testing at stress levels calculated as a percentage of the average yield strength of the respective thickness was performed in order to minimize the potential differences of residual stresses, which can vary quite significantly between thicknesses.

The choice of $R = 0.5$ was decided after considering the affects of residual stresses, in order to better simulate the high tensile residual stresses experienced by welded joints in real large structures (Ohta, A. et al., (1990)). In this way, it would be possible to mimic as close as possible the actual loading conditions experienced by a monopile structure and maximizing the possibility for a comparison to existing structural results. Taking into account the recommendations from IIW, for generating a proper S-N fatigue curves, close attention has to be brought on to the fact that internal stresses are usually lower in small scale specimens. IIW states that results from these small scale testing should be rectified in order to take into account the greater effects of residual stresses in structures, therefore representing the real situation at hand. In order to achieve these more realized values, IIW recommends testing at high stress ratios, $R$, e.g. $R = 0.5$, or by applying a stress ratio of $R = 0$ followed by a 20% reduction of fatigue strength at 2 million cycles (Hobbacher, A.F. (2016)).

Additionally, there is a notable lack of experimental test results in literature of butt welded joints tested at $R = 0.5$.

Test results

Static testing

All statically loaded specimens fractured in the base material, as the welded region was over-matched, i.e. made of a material of higher strength. Furthermore, all specimens broke far from the weld region and the heat affected zone. The mechanical properties are listed in Fig. 11 and Fig. 12. The yield levels were estimated by
applying a 0.2% offset curve.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test Series 1 - Thickness effect of SAW butt joints.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Specimen #</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T20.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T20.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T20.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T20.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T20.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T20.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T20.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T20.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T20.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T20.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T20.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T20.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T20.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T20.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T20.17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 11: Mechanical properties from batch 1 (Olafsson, et al. (2016))

Fatigue testing

The test series started with the fatigue testing of the 20 mm thick specimens. The results from these initial tests will serve as a reference for the subsequent testing as butt welded components with less than 25 mm wall thicknesses are not subjected to a thickness correction according to recommendations.

The fatigue test sequence started with testing the specimens with stress ranging from $\sigma_{\text{max}} = \sigma_y$ at $R = 0.5$. Thereafter the stress level was calculated as a percentage of the average yield strength until a fatigue threshold limit was reached. The results from the 20 mm thick specimens are illustrated in Fig. 13.

Fig. 13: Fatigue test results for the 20 mm thick specimens from batch 1 (Olafsson, et al. (2016))

Fig. 12: Mechanical properties from batch 2 (Olafsson, et al. (2016))

Fatigue testing

The test series started with the fatigue testing of the 20 mm thick specimens. The results from these initial tests will serve as a reference for the subsequent testing as butt welded components with less than 25 mm wall thicknesses are not subjected to a thickness correction according to recommendations.

The fatigue test sequence started with testing the specimens with stress ranging from $\sigma_{\text{max}} = \sigma_y$ at $R = 0.5$. Thereafter the stress level was calculated as a percentage of the average yield strength until a fatigue threshold limit was reached. The results from the 20 mm thick specimens are illustrated in Fig. 13.

Fig. 13, illustrates the fatigue test results from the 20 mm thick specimens with the stress range, $\Delta \sigma$, on the ordinate and cycles to failure, $N$, on the abscissa. Additionally, a mean curve is shown along with $\pm 2$ standard deviation scatter bands from the mean, which corresponds to a survival probability of 97.7%.

The figure illustrates the five different stress levels, where specimens are running out, i.e. reaching 5 million cycles, at the two lowermost stress ranges. All fatigue test results lie within the $\pm 2$ standard deviation scatter bands from the mean.

Fig. 14, illustrates a combined plot after inserting the fatigue test results from the 30 mm and 40 mm thick specimens from batch 1, excluding those who fractured in the grip region. The mean curve and $\pm 2$ standard deviation scatter bands are solely calculated from the specimens not subjected to thickness correction, i.e. the 20 mm thick specimens. Additionally, all specimens that reached the threshold limit were excluded from the mean curve calculation as they show superior fatigue resistance and contribute extensively to the scatter of the data.

Fig. 14: Fatigue test results for all three thicknesses from batch 1, excluding specimens that fractured in the grip region (Olafsson, et al. (2016))

Fig. 15, illustrates the fatigue test results plotted with the recommended design S-N curve on a log-log graph for the respective structural detail, i.e. butt welded joints in the as-welded condition. That corresponds to FAT90 according to IIW and to design curve D in the DNVGL recommendations, which is interpreted as the allowable design stress equaling 90 MPa at 2 million cycles.
Fig. 15 illustrates that all fatigue specimens tested lie above the recommended design curve, FAT90. The design curve itself also appears to be a good and valid recommendation as all specimens are scattered above the curve. There is a single test specimen of the 30 mm thick joints which comes close to the design curve, while all the 40 mm thick test results are located safely above the design curve.

Fig. 15: Fatigue results for all three thicknesses from batch 1, including the recommended fatigue design S-N curve, FAT90. (Olafsson, et al. (2016))

However, the 30 mm and 40 mm thick specimens are to be subjected to thickness correction, which means that the design stress range should be lowered for the same number of cycles endured, i.e. their fatigue resistance is reduced. The recommended thickness correction design curves for the 30 mm and 40 mm thick specimens are illustrated in Fig. 16.

Fig. 16: Fatigue test results for all three thicknesses from batch 1, including the original and thickness corrected recommended fatigue design curves, FAT90. (Olafsson, et al. (2016))

Fig. 16, illustrates that the thickness correction recommendation for the 30 mm thick specimens appears to be a decent recommendation as there was a specimen which fractured close to the FAT90 curve and the correction corresponds to a stress range reduction of 6 MPa. However, more interestingly the corrected curve for the 40 mm thick specimens appears to be an overly conservative measure, reducing the recommended design fatigue strength by 13 MPa or approximately 9.29%. Furthermore, the resulting fracture from the 40 mm thick specimen which was closest to the original FAT90 curve is 26.1 MPa above the curve, or approximately 18.64%. Comparing the same 40 mm thick specimen to the corrected FAT90 design curve for the 40 mm thick welded joints, it lies 39.1 MPa above the curve, or approximately 30.79%.

By inserting the fatigue test results from batch 2 the experimental investigation was given increased weight and more validity.

Fig. 17 illustrates the total test population after adding the additional fatigue test results from batch 2 into the previous log-log plot from batch 1 along with the original and corrected design S-N curves. The mean curve was adjusted to the additional population of 20 mm thick specimens.

Fig. 17: Fatigue test results for all three thicknesses from batch 1 and batch 2, including the original and thickness corrected recommended fatigue design curve, FAT90 (Olafsson, et al. (2016))

Fig. 17, illustrates however a similar trend as observed from batch 1. All but a single specimen for the 20 mm thickness lie above the recommended design S-N curve. The 30 mm thick specimens demonstrate less fatigue resistance and a total of nine specimens lie on or below the recommended curve, as well as the corrected S-N curve for the 30 mm thickness. However, when considering the 40 mm thick specimens, they exhibit higher fatigue strength than both the 20 mm and the 30 mm thick specimens and lie comfortably above the original recommended design S-N curve for specimens not subjected to thickness correction. The 40 mm thick specimen which is closest to the original curve is 12.4 MPa above, or approximately 7.47%. Additionally, this same specimen is 27.4 MPa above the thickness corrected design curve for the 40 mm thick specimens, or approximately 18.15% (Olafsson, et al., (2016)).

Summary

The results from the performed literature review gave a basis for further investigation of the thickness effect of
SAW butt joints. From the acquired collection of data, the larger welded joints, \( \geq 25 \text{ mm} \), were located primarily within the \( \pm 2 \) standard deviations of the scatter bands from the mean results calculated for the under 25 mm thick specimens, which are not subjected to a thickness correction. However, the thicker specimens did collect in the lower half of the scatter band, which coincidentally coincided with the recommended design S-N curve for this specific welded detail, i.e. butt welded joints. Another particularly interesting observation was that the extremely thick welded joints had similar fatigue strengths compared to the lower thicknesses.

Thus, an indication of the thickness effect was observed, however the magnitude of the fatigue strength reduction due to thickness was not as severe as the standards and guidelines recommend.

Subsequently the performed experimental fatigue testing of SAW butt joints demonstrated a similar tendency. The 20 mm thick specimens demonstrated the highest fatigue resistance when compared directly to the 30 mm and 40 mm thick joints. However, almost the entire population of the larger joints tested until fracture were located within the lower scatter band of the \( \pm 2 \) standard deviations calculated from the mean results from the 20 mm thick specimens. Furthermore, the 40 mm thick specimens demonstrated improved fatigue resistance when compared to the 30 mm thick specimens (Olafsson, et al., (2016)).

**Conclusions**

The fatigue test series investigated the effect of thickness on the fatigue resistance of SAW butt joints. The results demonstrated the presence of a thickness effect as the thicker SAW butt joints had reduced fatigue resistance. However, the significance of the observed thickness effect was not as detrimental as the current standards and guidelines recommend for the design of welded structures. Therefore, the results indicate a possibility of revising the current recommendations concerning the thickness effect correction factor (Olafsson, et al., (2016)).
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